Five Ways to Work Together

FROM NETWORKING TO PARTNERSHIP
by Gord Martin // gord [at] vision-ministries.org
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W

hen followers of Jesus are in the minority, like we are in
Canada, they usually look for ways to cooperate. Learning
to work together with others makes sense but there are challenges.
When we look for ministry partners, what is the right degree
of “closeness and distance”? How can we preserve our freedom to
do what we are called to do while partnering with others?
Typically we have degrees of closeness in relationships with other
churches and organizations. We are very close to some, have
occasional connections with others, and call on certain partners
only when we have a specific need that they can fill.
These varying relationships can be confusing. Sometimes
others try to bring us into a closer relationship than we want. On
the other hand, we may wish to cultivate a closer relationship with
another church or organization and may have diﬃculty saying
exactly what it is we are looking for.
Better Partnerships (www.betterpartnerships.net) suggests
that there are five degrees of organizational relationship ranging
from the lightest association to the most committed. If we don’t
understand and find agreement on the intensity level of the
relationship we are pursuing, we are likely to frustrate each other.
When people who represent organizations or ministries
network, they establish relationships with and gather information
from others, which will help them advance their own purposes. I
do this when I connect with people from other ministries, speak in
churches, and go to conferences. Networking opens relational
doors and windows of opportunity.
When people representing various ministries cooperate, they
share respect, information, time, and perhaps resources to support
a short-term joint project in which both are participating. VMC
cooperates when we participate in Church Planting Canada events
and in joint training eﬀorts with other organizations or
denominations.
When ministry people coordinate their eﬀorts with others
they become more aligned and identified with them. They have
longer-term interactions around specific eﬀorts or programs.
Resources are made available to participants and rewards are
shared. VMC coordinates with Le Réseau in Quebec (a network of
churches) and in our associations with foundations or donors.
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When ministry people collaborate they establish a more
intense relationship. Participants bring separate organizations into
a new structure with full commitment to a common mission. Such
relationships require detailed planning and well-defined channels
of communication. As each partner risks its resources and
reputation, clarifying authority issues becomes more important.
VMC collaborates with the Ontario Conference of Mennonite
Brethren Churches and the Associated Gospel Churches of
Canada in the 12:12 Network for the purpose of church planting
in the GTA. We also collaborate with the Chin Christian
Fellowship of Canada and with VMC Partnering Churches.
Ministries or organizations partner with other organizations
when they share a common vision, personnel, budgets and
strategies for ministry because they know they can achieve things
together that they cannot achieve separately. What will each
contribute? How will they make decisions? Stay on track? Resolve
conflicts? A partnership requires a full-blown written agreement
that spells out in detail how the parties will work together and
includes a clear picture of the joint success they hope to achieve.
VMC does this to some extent when we help fund church plants
and when we establish joint banking agreements with fledgling
churches.
As you read this article, you will realize that these terms are
often used interchangeably which increases confusion. Even in this
article I have blurred the terms a little when referring to VMC
Partnering Churches under the heading of collaboration. As a
matter of fact, we are associated with churches under all five
headings. We are continually networking, sometimes cooperating,
coordinating, collaborating and partnering—all within the space
of a few hours!
Nevertheless, it is helpful to see this range of connectedness to
help us identify the nature and degree of closeness we have or may
want to have with other churches and ministry organizations.
Into which category would you place the churches and
organizations you associate with? Would they identify their
relationship with you similarly or diﬀerently? Clarifying mutual
expectations adds strength to our joint eﬀorts. Why, it’s just like
the prophet Amos said, “Do two walk together unless they have
agreed to do so?”
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Thinking Shrewdly IV

was the largest conference
we’ve ever had—attended by
250 people instead of our usual 90
or so!
Christian leaders from churches in the
VMC network (and about 20 leaders not
connected to VMC) came from coast to coast.
We had people from Victoria, Vancouver,
Edmonton, Calgary, Winnipeg, Halifax,
Montreal, Shawinigan, Chicoutimi, and Trois
Rivières. And of course many people from
Ontario and even a visitor from New Zealand.
The greatest and most general benefit
was the fresh Frost-inspired perspective
toward community involvement. Many went
home with action on their minds! The ministry
reports from a diverse group of presenters as
well as the workshops were all a great plus.
As always, it was good to connect with
people from across Canada who are making a
difference for the Kingdom in their
communities.

Inside, read stories of how Christian
leaders are already applying what
they learned at the conference.

Michael Frost, an Australian who
speaks and writes extensively
on being “missional,” spoke at
VMC’s Thinking Shrewdly IV
conference in Waterloo, Ontario,
May 6-9, 2010.

The keynote speaker was amazing and
the message was timely… Stories from
various ministries within VMC are
critical and impacting;
keep it up and add more!

Michael Zenker,
You guys obviously put a lot of
Pastor,
work into the conference and
Hope Fellowship,
there aren’t enough ways to
Waterloo, Ont.
appreciate that work, and the
value that it has for us. I
appreciate how Vision is a few steps ahead in their thinking than a lot of us are, but how gently
and creatively you go about helping us move in a kingdom direction. I have been to a couple of
these conferences now and have appreciated the other work that Vision does for our community.
Trevor James, Elder,
Southview Christian Fellowship, Edmonton
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What Does it Mean to Love and Serve God?

Incarnational and Missional: Living out the Tensions

by Gord Brock

by Jay Gurnett // jay [at] vision-ministries.org

ast week I had an interesting dialogue with a fellow
from the insurance company that Vision Ministries
Canada deals with. He had read some negative reviews
of words like “incarnational” and “missional.” I
suggested that there are people who use words like
“evangelical,” “church,” and “Son of God” in all kinds of
ways, up to and including heresy. It was a good
conversation. We both liked both concepts,
incarnational and missional, when we knew what the
other person was talking about.
But it got me thinking about those words again—
ones I’ve explained over and over—and especially the
tensions of living out these ideas as the Church should.
“Incarnational” mostly reminds us to live amongst
our neighbours, in order to do good. It’s the idea that
Jesus was pushing when he said “when they see the
good you do, they’ll give praise to your Father in
heaven.”
He also committed us to living this way when he
reminded his Father in John 17 that we (his followers)
are in the world, that he doesn’t want us taken out of it,
and that in fact he was sending us into it. More than this,
of course, Christ is the ultimate example of incarnation
—as the Message version of John 1:14 says: “The Word
became flesh and blood, and moved into the
neighbourhood.”
So, living amongst the folks around us, loving them,
and doing good, are definitely part of the plan of
spreading the news about Jesus. Some readers will
remember the old reminders that our lives are the only
gospel that many people will read, that we are to “be
witnesses for Christ. If necessary, use words.”
Here’s a perfect example from the July/August
2010 Books and Culture (p. 30), talking about the
pastor of Phoenix, Arizona’s Bethany Bible Church:
On a flight to Portland last fall, Bethany Bible’s Brad
Pellish found himself sitting next to a 25-year-old science
teacher. She asked the inevitable “What do you do?”
question and Pellish replied that he was a pastor. “She
couldn’t have been less interested,” he chuckles. “It was like
she was writing a large zero on my forehead.” Then he felt
prompted to tell her about the church’s justice work. “I told
her, ‘We’re trying to rescue kids who are being raped for
profit in our city.’ And her whole countenance changed. She
turned and looked at me and said, ‘What?’ And I said,
‘Yeah. There’s approximately 80 pimps forcing 300

L

underage prostitutes in our city to live like that, and our church is saying,
“This shouldn’t be happening right here in our city,” so we’re trying to raise
funds and awareness to stop it.’”
“You could have heard a pin drop,” Pellish recalls. “It was an amazing
conversation.” They talked justice for a bit, and then she asked him about
the reliability of the Bible—and then started questioning him about Jesus.
Surprise surprise, this story introduces the tension between living
missionally and proclaiming the truth. Brad and Bethany Bible Church
were doing good. But that young teacher was not going to catch the
Good News if someone hadn’t had with her a “conversation full of
grace, seasoned with salt” (Colossians 4).
Doing good all by itself is not usually eﬀective in passing on the
Gospel. Likewise, proclamation all by itself, like dumping tracts in a
public place, is not usually eﬀective in passing on the Good News. You
have to do both of these—incarnate and proclaim—in balanced
measure.
Let me see if I can balance “missional” and “gathering” a little more
quickly. My colleague Gord Martin often asks, “How can people be
sent if there is nobody sending them?”
I completely get the importance of the mission. Over and over,
Michael Frost reminded us at Thinking Shrewdly that our lives are
connected and committed to a sent and sending God. I get this.
But whether we like it or not (you might want to read the
embarrassingly honest reminder of this in the last chapter of Timothy
Keller’s The Reason for God), we have to do this corporately. There
aren’t supposed to be solo, missional, contemporary Christian Johnny
Appleseeds out there planting seeds of the Gospel, without a
community of similar folks to whom they are attached.
Sometimes it may seem
like it would be nice to not have
What if our true selves are made from the
to be connected to a bunch of
materials of our communal life? Where is
other so-called followers of
there some ‘self’ which had not been
Jesus who have diﬀerent
communally created? By cutting back our
opinions than we do, or who
attachments and commitments, the self
rub us the wrong way. When
shrinks rather than grows. So an important
gift the church gives us is a far richer range
we think like that, we should
of options, commitments, duties, and
look in the mirror a little
troubles than we would have if left to our
longer, and then remember the
own devices.… Peter stands out as a true
rest of the John 17 prayer:
individual, or better, a true character, not
“May they be brought to
because he had become ‘free’ or ‘his own
complete unity to let the world
person,’ but because he had become
know that you sent me.” The
attached to the Messiah and the messianic
missio dei is the big picture for
community, which enabled him to lay hold of
sure. But that means we have to
his life, to make so much more of his life
build the local body and be
than if he had been left to his own devices.
missional in balanced measure.
—William H. Willimon and Stanley Hauerwas
in Resident Aliens
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D

uring the first few months of 2010, we
asked our Young Adults group at Lincoln
Road Chapel what the calling of “loving and
serving God” looked like, especially as a fulltime occupation. Over a number of sessions, it
began to look a lot like MoveIn, an initiative
through which young adult Christians are
relocating to poor Canadian neighbourhoods
amongst people from unreached nations.
The next logical step was to pray that the
voice of Jesus would clearly speak to us about
what that might mean for our existing
community of young adults, including a few
married couples.
On Sunday, May 16th, 22 people gathered
in a party room at a high rise apartment in
Waterloo for a time of community, dinner, and
prayer. We called it “Prayer from the Perch”
because from our vantage point on the 21st
floor, we were overlooking the cities of
Kitchener and Waterloo. Communion with
God, done in community with others is a
beautiful thing. We experienced connection—
vertical and horizontal—and the outcome was
a commitment to meet again, which we did on

Jesus always has a
plan. He wants to
share it with us.
Our job is to get so
close to Him that we
learn what it is and
then carry it out.

June 6th. This time 52 people arrived for dinner
and made a connection.
The founder of MoveIn and some of the
people who are currently part of the movement
were present. The founder shared the vision
God gave him. We prayed again and once again
sensed the Spirit among us. Our prayer was,
“We want to understand where, when and how
we are possibly being invited into the
adventure.”
We resonate with the MoveIn approach.
We are not sure whether we will locate in the
small communities or “patches” that MoveIn
has identified or whether we will work within
the neighbourhoods in which a few of our
young adults currently live. These are the good
struggles that we are wrestling with.
Due to the “summer scattering,” we are
stalled at the moment but the conversation
continues and we hope to pray with a couple of
“patches” in mind, before the summer fades
into fall.
Gord Brock is the lead pastor at Lincoln Road
Chapel in Waterloo, Ontario. VMC supports
MoveIn through the 12:12 Network.

Quebec Leader Puts Conference Challenge into Practice

B

efore listening to Michael Frost, first at the 2009 Renovate
Church Planting Congress and then at the VMC conference
in May 2010, people warned Guy Bourassa to watch out for any
error or wrong teaching.
Bourassa is an elder at Assemblée Chrétienne de Shawinigan,
a Brethren fellowship in Shawinigan, Québec. Though Guy says
that “incarnational, missional, and all these movements in the
church around the world” are pretty new for him, he does not want
“to be immunized against God’s Spirit.” So he listened to Frost
with openness. He wanted to “éprouvez les ésprits” or “test the
spirits” to see if what is being said is in accordance with God’s
Word. That’s just what Bourassa did.
After the Thinking Shrewdly conference, Bourassa put
Michael Frost’s challenge to be “kingdom-minded” into practice.
Three things happened as a result.
First, Bourassa made a commitment to share the gospel with
at least two people per week. He began to pray more regularly for
people in his congregation and other contacts. Recently, after a
Wednesday evening service, Bourassa felt led to share the gospel
with a teenager who had been attending church for a few months.
That night, she decided to follow Christ!
He had also been praying for a friend from a past workplace
who he had not heard from in seven years. The man recently called

by Sandra Reimer

and said, “Guy, I know you believe in God. I need to talk to you.”
They have gotten together for coﬀee twice already and plan to
meet again.
Secondly, Bourassa challenged the elders in his church
to be a good example to the rest of the congregation
by sharing their faith on a weekly basis. He said it
wasn’t realistic to expect the congregation to tell
people about Christ if the leaders weren’t doing it.
Finally, as a result of attending the conference,
Guy’s perspective changed. Through Frost’s messages,
Bourassa heard loud and clear that, “It’s all
about God’s kingdom and I am sent to the
world.” This has influenced the way he makes
decisions. Before doing something he asks
himself, “Is Jesus Christ actually reigning in
my life?” He also says, “I see more and more
of God’s kingdom when he reigns in my life
and in the world around me. I am more
receptive.”
Bourassa felt attending Thinking
Shrewdly was a good use of his time, and
says “I pray that this conference will
continue to have an eﬀect in my life.”
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VMC Network News
Conference to Equip Persians for the
Kingdom of God

Participants at the National Chin Conference held in July.

250 Attend National Chin
Conference
The Chin Christian Fellowship of Canada
(CCFC) held their fifth annual conference at
Providence College in Winnipeg from July 2-4,
2010.
With assistance from VMC, CCFC was
formed in 2006 for the purpose of nurturing the
spiritual growth of congregations made up of
Chin believers from Burma/Myanmar who are
living in Canada. The CCFC also provides
leadership development and fosters
collaboration among Canadian Chin
congregations that are associated with a variety
of denominations.
At the three-day gathering, which was
attended by more than 250 Chin Christians,
delegates decided to create a CCFC wing for
youth and one for women to meet the growing
needs of these groups. Delegates also initiated an
“inter-pulpit exchange program” to encourage
the nine Chin churches to share speakers. There
are Chin congregations in Alberta (Calgary), BC
(Vancouver), Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Ontario
(Toronto, Thunder Bay, Ottawa, and two in
Kitchener-Waterloo). The next Chin conference
will be held in 2012 in Ottawa.
Part-time VMC staﬀ member, Indy Salai
Cungcin directs the CCFC. VMC Executive
Director Gord Martin spoke at the conference
alongside pastors and mission leaders from
Burma and Pastor Tim Nielsen from City
Church in Winnipeg.
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VMC staﬀ members Gord Martin and Dave McClurkin will be
speaking at a conference for Persian Christians living in Canada. The
event takes place October 1-3, 2010 in Toronto. Persian or Farsi is
spoken in Iran, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and some other
middle Eastern and Asian countries. Siamak Shafti-Keramat, pastor of
Spirit of Truth Church in Toronto, is spearheading the conference.
Look for more details at www.vision-ministries.org under
“Calendar.”

MORE CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

VMC board member Mike Stone (left) and Doug Loveday (second from right)
pray for Guy Bourassa (second from left) and Siamak Shafti-Keramat at
Thinking Shrewdly. Conference participants were encouraged to hear about
Bourassa’s work among churches in Quebec and Shafti-Kermat’s ministry to
Farsi speakers in the GTA.
Other ministry reports were given about The Jesus Network ministering
among Muslims in a Toronto neighbourhood, MoveIn teams in the GTA and
Ottawa, and a new church plant in Toronto.
Andy Perrett from
Granville Chapel in
Vancouver connects with
David Knight from
Lincoln Road Chapel in
Waterloo, Ont.
The every-other-year
conference provides an
important opportunity
for Christian leaders in
the VMC network to
share ideas, struggles,
and a few laughs.

It’s Time to Leave the Building
by Mike Stone // mike [at] forestviewchurch.ca

M

any of us enjoyed and were challenged by Michael Frost at
the recent VMC conference. Though Michael agreed that
Divine communion between Father, Son, and Holy Spirit provides a
model for congregational fellowship, he believes the Trinity has
other implications for mission.
In the Trinity, we discover that God is both a sending and sent God. The Father
sent the Son into the world, empowered by the Spirit. The Father and Son sent the
Spirit who was poured out at Pentecost. God is constantly extending himself
outwardly, not out of need but because it is his nature. There is nothing lacking
within God. He has always enjoyed the perfect and loving communion of Three. In
creation and redemption God extended himself outwardly for his pleasure and our
benefit; that we might enter into the eternal fellowship of Father, Son and Spirit
through faith in Jesus.
Towards the end of John’s gospel, Jesus says, “As the Father has sent me so I am
sending you.” It is the sentness of God that should characterize the life of local
congregations. God invites us to leave the safety and familiarity of our fellowships
to enter the neighbourhood in order to become a blessing.
However, attractional ministry has inadvertently cultivated a generation of
spiritual consumers who come to a church to consume religious goods and services
—inspiring worship, practical teaching and creative programs for every imaginable
demographic. There is nothing wrong with these aspects of congregational life that
often nourish vibrant faith. Yet, we become missionally ineﬀective when we believe
that being church is all about what happens at a building. We are every bit as much
the people of God when we are scattered as when we are gathered.
Alan Roxburgh once said that in the same way that Gandalf (from Lord of the
Rings) urges Frodo to leave the comfort of his beloved Shire, the Spirit invites the
Church to leave the comfort of its
services, programs and building.
It is not uncommon for the
As we enter the world, we need to
average Christian to live in one
discern what he is up to and
community, work in another
participate with him in his work of
renewal. It’s time to leave the
and worship in a third.
building.
What if followers of Jesus learned to live out their common life with each other
in neighbourhoods? Rather than launching church events, what if half a dozen
members of a congregation living in close proximity entered into the everyday life
of their neighbourhood to be a sign of the Kingdom in the way they relate to each
other? Rather than trying to connect with neighbours solely to get them to come
to our churches, what if we listened to their stories to discern the ways in which
God is already active, seeking to help them connect their stories to God’s Story?
This new way of being will not come easily—old habits die hard. It is not
uncommon for the average Christian to live in one community, work in another
and worship in a third. Add to this the frenetic pace caused by running kids to
soccer, piano, and dance—no wonder we’re stressed.
Michael Frost reminded us that leaders cannot teach what they do not know
and cannot lead where they have not gone. It is critical for leaders to adjust their
lifestyles first. As they learn to dwell in communities, detect the ways in which God
is already present, listen to stories, help people awaken to what God is doing in
their lives, then others in the congregation will also value and give priority to
incarnational living.

Mike Stone is the lead pastor at ForestView Church in Oakville, Ontario.
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This study reflects the broad state of youth ministry in Canada
and to the VMC staﬀ, has the ring of truth about it. VMC’s desire to
empower emerging leaders makes us particularly interested in the
young leaders in youth groups across the country. —Gord Martin

New Study Gives Snapshot of Youth Ministry in Canada

by Scott Cressman

W

hat’s Happening? The State of Youth Ministry
in Canada, a collaborative national research
project, is giving churches fresh input on youth
ministry. The study finds that youth workers are
heavily invested in young people’s lives, and that
technology, faith, and sexuality are the big issues
teens face on the roller coaster of adolescence.
The study data was collected during 2009, when
detailed questionnaires were sent to churches and
Christian youth organizations. Over 800 current or
former youth workers and volunteers replied,
sharing their struggles and triumphs in working with
junior high and high school students.
“We wanted to put a giant spotlight on youth
ministry, to help and encourage those working
there,” said Chris Tompkins, a member of the
research team and managing director of
Muskoka Woods summer camp. “We really
just wanted to get the conversation going on
eﬀective youth ministry.” This study is the first
snapshot of how youth workers across Canada see themselves,
he said.
One of the most encouraging things was how strongly
workers believe in what they do. Ninety-five percent were
confident in the gospel’s power to change young people’s lives.
The same number said they had great hope for this generation.
Meanwhile, 95% of youth workers said their spiritual gifts
fit their current role, relationships were highly valued in this
ministry, and they were comfortable hanging out with youth
outside the church.
“They’re meant to be doing what they’re doing,” Tompkins
said. “There’s this real fit. It sounds simple, but it is encouraging
that people doing youth ministry are built for it. That was
overwhelming… There’s a lot of passion and compassion for
young people.”
While youth workers are heavily invested, that devotion
can be harmful to their bonds with family and friends. Roughly
25 percent of youth workers said they were dissatisfied with
their relationships outside work.
“There’s a little alarm there. Youth workers are so relational.
But are they taking time for themselves and the things that
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nourish them?” asked Tompkins. “They’re so into what they do,
do they leave margins?”
Although workers had great overall hope in young people,
they also worry about that generation’s spiritual health. Thirtyfive percent said they were afraid half their youth group would
abandon the faith within ten years.
“There’s this sense of responsibility for the lives of young
people,” said Tompkins. “Is part of this that youth pastors have,
from inside or outside, put unreal expectations on their roles?”
Young people’s unsteady faith may be natural and
unavoidable, and the church can look for ways to recognize and
aﬃrm being “spiritually unfinished,” he said. “How much of
accepting or rejecting God, and being spiritual yo-yos, is just
part of growing up?” Youth workers should recognize that
adolescents often experience such mixed feelings, and find ways
to nurture a sustainable faith, Tompkins said.
“We used to think youth ministry was all rah-rah and bright
lights,” he said. “Now, it’s more about how we get God into the
rhythms of everyday life.”
Technology is also changing the landscape, as 80 to 90
percent of youth workers use social tools like text messaging

and Facebook to help connect with teens. But youth pastors are
also concerned by young peoples’ screen time. Ninety percent
were disturbed by things their youth had posted online, while
50% counselled young people who had created a sexual
experience through technology.
Putting boundaries on technology is also a struggle for
highly-relational ministry workers, as they feel obligated to
always be available to their youth, Tompkins said.
Youth ministry’s relationship to the larger church could
also be a trouble spot. Nearly a quarter of workers said their
understanding of faith was diﬀerent from their church
leadership’s views. Forty percent do not have regularlyscheduled meetings with their supervisor, and over half of
church youth workers do not have a well-defined strategy for
their ministry.
“One of the messages we’re hoping to get out is for church
leaders to ask ‘Where do youth ministries fit?’” Tompkins said.
“Without a plan, where are we going? That’s a responsibility we
have as a church.”
The research team also included Marv Penner and Don
Posterski. For more information, or to order the study’s
resulting book, visit www.whatshappeningcanada.com.

Church Dumps Sunday Service to Help
Neighbours with Garbage
A few weeks ago, leaders at Southview Christian Fellowship in
Edmonton, Alberta decided to apply what they learned at the
VMC conference. Instead of holding a Sunday service they
encouraged people from the congregation to oﬀer to take their
neighbours’ garbage to the dump.
“We enjoyed getting to dialogue with our neighbours during
the day and introduce them to people in our church community
without them having to come to the church building to do so,”
said Southview elder, Trevor James.
This “experiment” was part of an ongoing eﬀort by the
Southview leadership team to move toward a missional focus.
According to James, the team has continued to discuss what it
means to be missional.
Personally, James was impacted by Michael Frost’s assertion
that the church should have a “missional basis” rather than a
“worship basis.” James said, “Our family is now involved with
people outside of our church a few days each week, whereas
before we’d probably spend a few days each week with people
from within the church.” He is finding it revitalizing “to spend
time with people who don’t know Christ and have to answer
questions of faith from people who have a diﬀerent worldview.”

Tips for youth workers
• Create boundaries to balance your personal and
professional life. Set a time to turn oﬀ your cellphone
and computer to spend time with family.
• Meet regularly with mentors, prayer partners, and
friends to nourish yourself.
• Engage in conversation about this generation’s big
issues, like technology overuse and sexuality.
• Grow in your knowledge of how adolescents develop,
and how young people act and change.
• Understand that young people are naturally hot-andcold, and work at creating sustainable faith.

Tips for churches
• Develop a youth strategy to guide the ministry and staﬀ.
• Meet regularly with youth workers to ensure they are
spiritually nourished and connected.
• Promote service projects and other compassionate
ministry opportunities for young people.
• Explore ways to accept young people with beliefs that are
diﬀerent or a “work in progress.”

Conference Inspires Leaders at Grace Chapel
Members of the leadership team at Grace Chapel in Halifax,
Nova Scotia attended the Thinking Shrewdly IV conference.
Graeme Higgs, an elder at Grace, said about the conference,
“Frost was excellent. He was the main attraction and he
didn’t let us down. He was very challenging…. [He told us]
we’ve got to get out there and take risks. I think for where
we’re at as Grace Chapel, it was what we needed to hear.”
Over the last few years rather than telling the fifty-year
old congregation what to do, Grace’s leadership team has
been encouraging people to hear from God. This has resulted
in new ministry ideas and allows the leadership team to focus
on equipping the 300-person congregation for ministry.
The team plans to process some of what they heard at
the conference during a fall retreat.

‘Listen to the Community’
Gert Kriel, a leader at Westminster Bible Chapel, BC said the
concept that he was most impacted by at the VMC
conference was the church’s need to “approach the
community outside of the church by listening… and
identifying the needs of the community and not thinking we
know what is best for them.”
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This study reflects the broad state of youth ministry in Canada
and to the VMC staﬀ, has the ring of truth about it. VMC’s desire to
empower emerging leaders makes us particularly interested in the
young leaders in youth groups across the country. —Gord Martin

New Study Gives Snapshot of Youth Ministry in Canada

by Scott Cressman

W

hat’s Happening? The State of Youth Ministry
in Canada, a collaborative national research
project, is giving churches fresh input on youth
ministry. The study finds that youth workers are
heavily invested in young people’s lives, and that
technology, faith, and sexuality are the big issues
teens face on the roller coaster of adolescence.
The study data was collected during 2009, when
detailed questionnaires were sent to churches and
Christian youth organizations. Over 800 current or
former youth workers and volunteers replied,
sharing their struggles and triumphs in working with
junior high and high school students.
“We wanted to put a giant spotlight on youth
ministry, to help and encourage those working
there,” said Chris Tompkins, a member of the
research team and managing director of
Muskoka Woods summer camp. “We really
just wanted to get the conversation going on
eﬀective youth ministry.” This study is the first
snapshot of how youth workers across Canada see themselves,
he said.
One of the most encouraging things was how strongly
workers believe in what they do. Ninety-five percent were
confident in the gospel’s power to change young people’s lives.
The same number said they had great hope for this generation.
Meanwhile, 95% of youth workers said their spiritual gifts
fit their current role, relationships were highly valued in this
ministry, and they were comfortable hanging out with youth
outside the church.
“They’re meant to be doing what they’re doing,” Tompkins
said. “There’s this real fit. It sounds simple, but it is encouraging
that people doing youth ministry are built for it. That was
overwhelming… There’s a lot of passion and compassion for
young people.”
While youth workers are heavily invested, that devotion
can be harmful to their bonds with family and friends. Roughly
25 percent of youth workers said they were dissatisfied with
their relationships outside work.
“There’s a little alarm there. Youth workers are so relational.
But are they taking time for themselves and the things that
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nourish them?” asked Tompkins. “They’re so into what they do,
do they leave margins?”
Although workers had great overall hope in young people,
they also worry about that generation’s spiritual health. Thirtyfive percent said they were afraid half their youth group would
abandon the faith within ten years.
“There’s this sense of responsibility for the lives of young
people,” said Tompkins. “Is part of this that youth pastors have,
from inside or outside, put unreal expectations on their roles?”
Young people’s unsteady faith may be natural and
unavoidable, and the church can look for ways to recognize and
aﬃrm being “spiritually unfinished,” he said. “How much of
accepting or rejecting God, and being spiritual yo-yos, is just
part of growing up?” Youth workers should recognize that
adolescents often experience such mixed feelings, and find ways
to nurture a sustainable faith, Tompkins said.
“We used to think youth ministry was all rah-rah and bright
lights,” he said. “Now, it’s more about how we get God into the
rhythms of everyday life.”
Technology is also changing the landscape, as 80 to 90
percent of youth workers use social tools like text messaging

and Facebook to help connect with teens. But youth pastors are
also concerned by young peoples’ screen time. Ninety percent
were disturbed by things their youth had posted online, while
50% counselled young people who had created a sexual
experience through technology.
Putting boundaries on technology is also a struggle for
highly-relational ministry workers, as they feel obligated to
always be available to their youth, Tompkins said.
Youth ministry’s relationship to the larger church could
also be a trouble spot. Nearly a quarter of workers said their
understanding of faith was diﬀerent from their church
leadership’s views. Forty percent do not have regularlyscheduled meetings with their supervisor, and over half of
church youth workers do not have a well-defined strategy for
their ministry.
“One of the messages we’re hoping to get out is for church
leaders to ask ‘Where do youth ministries fit?’” Tompkins said.
“Without a plan, where are we going? That’s a responsibility we
have as a church.”
The research team also included Marv Penner and Don
Posterski. For more information, or to order the study’s
resulting book, visit www.whatshappeningcanada.com.

Church Dumps Sunday Service to Help
Neighbours with Garbage
A few weeks ago, leaders at Southview Christian Fellowship in
Edmonton, Alberta decided to apply what they learned at the
VMC conference. Instead of holding a Sunday service they
encouraged people from the congregation to oﬀer to take their
neighbours’ garbage to the dump.
“We enjoyed getting to dialogue with our neighbours during
the day and introduce them to people in our church community
without them having to come to the church building to do so,”
said Southview elder, Trevor James.
This “experiment” was part of an ongoing eﬀort by the
Southview leadership team to move toward a missional focus.
According to James, the team has continued to discuss what it
means to be missional.
Personally, James was impacted by Michael Frost’s assertion
that the church should have a “missional basis” rather than a
“worship basis.” James said, “Our family is now involved with
people outside of our church a few days each week, whereas
before we’d probably spend a few days each week with people
from within the church.” He is finding it revitalizing “to spend
time with people who don’t know Christ and have to answer
questions of faith from people who have a diﬀerent worldview.”

Tips for youth workers
• Create boundaries to balance your personal and
professional life. Set a time to turn oﬀ your cellphone
and computer to spend time with family.
• Meet regularly with mentors, prayer partners, and
friends to nourish yourself.
• Engage in conversation about this generation’s big
issues, like technology overuse and sexuality.
• Grow in your knowledge of how adolescents develop,
and how young people act and change.
• Understand that young people are naturally hot-andcold, and work at creating sustainable faith.

Tips for churches
• Develop a youth strategy to guide the ministry and staﬀ.
• Meet regularly with youth workers to ensure they are
spiritually nourished and connected.
• Promote service projects and other compassionate
ministry opportunities for young people.
• Explore ways to accept young people with beliefs that are
diﬀerent or a “work in progress.”

Conference Inspires Leaders at Grace Chapel
Members of the leadership team at Grace Chapel in Halifax,
Nova Scotia attended the Thinking Shrewdly IV conference.
Graeme Higgs, an elder at Grace, said about the conference,
“Frost was excellent. He was the main attraction and he
didn’t let us down. He was very challenging…. [He told us]
we’ve got to get out there and take risks. I think for where
we’re at as Grace Chapel, it was what we needed to hear.”
Over the last few years rather than telling the fifty-year
old congregation what to do, Grace’s leadership team has
been encouraging people to hear from God. This has resulted
in new ministry ideas and allows the leadership team to focus
on equipping the 300-person congregation for ministry.
The team plans to process some of what they heard at
the conference during a fall retreat.

‘Listen to the Community’
Gert Kriel, a leader at Westminster Bible Chapel, BC said the
concept that he was most impacted by at the VMC
conference was the church’s need to “approach the
community outside of the church by listening… and
identifying the needs of the community and not thinking we
know what is best for them.”
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VMC Network News
Conference to Equip Persians for the
Kingdom of God

Participants at the National Chin Conference held in July.

250 Attend National Chin
Conference
The Chin Christian Fellowship of Canada
(CCFC) held their fifth annual conference at
Providence College in Winnipeg from July 2-4,
2010.
With assistance from VMC, CCFC was
formed in 2006 for the purpose of nurturing the
spiritual growth of congregations made up of
Chin believers from Burma/Myanmar who are
living in Canada. The CCFC also provides
leadership development and fosters
collaboration among Canadian Chin
congregations that are associated with a variety
of denominations.
At the three-day gathering, which was
attended by more than 250 Chin Christians,
delegates decided to create a CCFC wing for
youth and one for women to meet the growing
needs of these groups. Delegates also initiated an
“inter-pulpit exchange program” to encourage
the nine Chin churches to share speakers. There
are Chin congregations in Alberta (Calgary), BC
(Vancouver), Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Ontario
(Toronto, Thunder Bay, Ottawa, and two in
Kitchener-Waterloo). The next Chin conference
will be held in 2012 in Ottawa.
Part-time VMC staﬀ member, Indy Salai
Cungcin directs the CCFC. VMC Executive
Director Gord Martin spoke at the conference
alongside pastors and mission leaders from
Burma and Pastor Tim Nielsen from City
Church in Winnipeg.
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VMC staﬀ members Gord Martin and Dave McClurkin will be
speaking at a conference for Persian Christians living in Canada. The
event takes place October 1-3, 2010 in Toronto. Persian or Farsi is
spoken in Iran, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and some other
middle Eastern and Asian countries. Siamak Shafti-Keramat, pastor of
Spirit of Truth Church in Toronto, is spearheading the conference.
Look for more details at www.vision-ministries.org under
“Calendar.”

MORE CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

VMC board member Mike Stone (left) and Doug Loveday (second from right)
pray for Guy Bourassa (second from left) and Siamak Shafti-Keramat at
Thinking Shrewdly. Conference participants were encouraged to hear about
Bourassa’s work among churches in Quebec and Shafti-Kermat’s ministry to
Farsi speakers in the GTA.
Other ministry reports were given about The Jesus Network ministering
among Muslims in a Toronto neighbourhood, MoveIn teams in the GTA and
Ottawa, and a new church plant in Toronto.
Andy Perrett from
Granville Chapel in
Vancouver connects with
David Knight from
Lincoln Road Chapel in
Waterloo, Ont.
The every-other-year
conference provides an
important opportunity
for Christian leaders in
the VMC network to
share ideas, struggles,
and a few laughs.

It’s Time to Leave the Building
by Mike Stone // mike [at] forestviewchurch.ca

M

any of us enjoyed and were challenged by Michael Frost at
the recent VMC conference. Though Michael agreed that
Divine communion between Father, Son, and Holy Spirit provides a
model for congregational fellowship, he believes the Trinity has
other implications for mission.
In the Trinity, we discover that God is both a sending and sent God. The Father
sent the Son into the world, empowered by the Spirit. The Father and Son sent the
Spirit who was poured out at Pentecost. God is constantly extending himself
outwardly, not out of need but because it is his nature. There is nothing lacking
within God. He has always enjoyed the perfect and loving communion of Three. In
creation and redemption God extended himself outwardly for his pleasure and our
benefit; that we might enter into the eternal fellowship of Father, Son and Spirit
through faith in Jesus.
Towards the end of John’s gospel, Jesus says, “As the Father has sent me so I am
sending you.” It is the sentness of God that should characterize the life of local
congregations. God invites us to leave the safety and familiarity of our fellowships
to enter the neighbourhood in order to become a blessing.
However, attractional ministry has inadvertently cultivated a generation of
spiritual consumers who come to a church to consume religious goods and services
—inspiring worship, practical teaching and creative programs for every imaginable
demographic. There is nothing wrong with these aspects of congregational life that
often nourish vibrant faith. Yet, we become missionally ineﬀective when we believe
that being church is all about what happens at a building. We are every bit as much
the people of God when we are scattered as when we are gathered.
Alan Roxburgh once said that in the same way that Gandalf (from Lord of the
Rings) urges Frodo to leave the comfort of his beloved Shire, the Spirit invites the
Church to leave the comfort of its
services, programs and building.
It is not uncommon for the
As we enter the world, we need to
average Christian to live in one
discern what he is up to and
community, work in another
participate with him in his work of
renewal. It’s time to leave the
and worship in a third.
building.
What if followers of Jesus learned to live out their common life with each other
in neighbourhoods? Rather than launching church events, what if half a dozen
members of a congregation living in close proximity entered into the everyday life
of their neighbourhood to be a sign of the Kingdom in the way they relate to each
other? Rather than trying to connect with neighbours solely to get them to come
to our churches, what if we listened to their stories to discern the ways in which
God is already active, seeking to help them connect their stories to God’s Story?
This new way of being will not come easily—old habits die hard. It is not
uncommon for the average Christian to live in one community, work in another
and worship in a third. Add to this the frenetic pace caused by running kids to
soccer, piano, and dance—no wonder we’re stressed.
Michael Frost reminded us that leaders cannot teach what they do not know
and cannot lead where they have not gone. It is critical for leaders to adjust their
lifestyles first. As they learn to dwell in communities, detect the ways in which God
is already present, listen to stories, help people awaken to what God is doing in
their lives, then others in the congregation will also value and give priority to
incarnational living.

Mike Stone is the lead pastor at ForestView Church in Oakville, Ontario.
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What Does it Mean to Love and Serve God?

Incarnational and Missional: Living out the Tensions

by Gord Brock

by Jay Gurnett // jay [at] vision-ministries.org

ast week I had an interesting dialogue with a fellow
from the insurance company that Vision Ministries
Canada deals with. He had read some negative reviews
of words like “incarnational” and “missional.” I
suggested that there are people who use words like
“evangelical,” “church,” and “Son of God” in all kinds of
ways, up to and including heresy. It was a good
conversation. We both liked both concepts,
incarnational and missional, when we knew what the
other person was talking about.
But it got me thinking about those words again—
ones I’ve explained over and over—and especially the
tensions of living out these ideas as the Church should.
“Incarnational” mostly reminds us to live amongst
our neighbours, in order to do good. It’s the idea that
Jesus was pushing when he said “when they see the
good you do, they’ll give praise to your Father in
heaven.”
He also committed us to living this way when he
reminded his Father in John 17 that we (his followers)
are in the world, that he doesn’t want us taken out of it,
and that in fact he was sending us into it. More than this,
of course, Christ is the ultimate example of incarnation
—as the Message version of John 1:14 says: “The Word
became flesh and blood, and moved into the
neighbourhood.”
So, living amongst the folks around us, loving them,
and doing good, are definitely part of the plan of
spreading the news about Jesus. Some readers will
remember the old reminders that our lives are the only
gospel that many people will read, that we are to “be
witnesses for Christ. If necessary, use words.”
Here’s a perfect example from the July/August
2010 Books and Culture (p. 30), talking about the
pastor of Phoenix, Arizona’s Bethany Bible Church:
On a flight to Portland last fall, Bethany Bible’s Brad
Pellish found himself sitting next to a 25-year-old science
teacher. She asked the inevitable “What do you do?”
question and Pellish replied that he was a pastor. “She
couldn’t have been less interested,” he chuckles. “It was like
she was writing a large zero on my forehead.” Then he felt
prompted to tell her about the church’s justice work. “I told
her, ‘We’re trying to rescue kids who are being raped for
profit in our city.’ And her whole countenance changed. She
turned and looked at me and said, ‘What?’ And I said,
‘Yeah. There’s approximately 80 pimps forcing 300

L

underage prostitutes in our city to live like that, and our church is saying,
“This shouldn’t be happening right here in our city,” so we’re trying to raise
funds and awareness to stop it.’”
“You could have heard a pin drop,” Pellish recalls. “It was an amazing
conversation.” They talked justice for a bit, and then she asked him about
the reliability of the Bible—and then started questioning him about Jesus.
Surprise surprise, this story introduces the tension between living
missionally and proclaiming the truth. Brad and Bethany Bible Church
were doing good. But that young teacher was not going to catch the
Good News if someone hadn’t had with her a “conversation full of
grace, seasoned with salt” (Colossians 4).
Doing good all by itself is not usually eﬀective in passing on the
Gospel. Likewise, proclamation all by itself, like dumping tracts in a
public place, is not usually eﬀective in passing on the Good News. You
have to do both of these—incarnate and proclaim—in balanced
measure.
Let me see if I can balance “missional” and “gathering” a little more
quickly. My colleague Gord Martin often asks, “How can people be
sent if there is nobody sending them?”
I completely get the importance of the mission. Over and over,
Michael Frost reminded us at Thinking Shrewdly that our lives are
connected and committed to a sent and sending God. I get this.
But whether we like it or not (you might want to read the
embarrassingly honest reminder of this in the last chapter of Timothy
Keller’s The Reason for God), we have to do this corporately. There
aren’t supposed to be solo, missional, contemporary Christian Johnny
Appleseeds out there planting seeds of the Gospel, without a
community of similar folks to whom they are attached.
Sometimes it may seem
like it would be nice to not have
What if our true selves are made from the
to be connected to a bunch of
materials of our communal life? Where is
other so-called followers of
there some ‘self’ which had not been
Jesus who have diﬀerent
communally created? By cutting back our
opinions than we do, or who
attachments and commitments, the self
rub us the wrong way. When
shrinks rather than grows. So an important
gift the church gives us is a far richer range
we think like that, we should
of options, commitments, duties, and
look in the mirror a little
troubles than we would have if left to our
longer, and then remember the
own devices.… Peter stands out as a true
rest of the John 17 prayer:
individual, or better, a true character, not
“May they be brought to
because he had become ‘free’ or ‘his own
complete unity to let the world
person,’ but because he had become
know that you sent me.” The
attached to the Messiah and the messianic
missio dei is the big picture for
community, which enabled him to lay hold of
sure. But that means we have to
his life, to make so much more of his life
build the local body and be
than if he had been left to his own devices.
missional in balanced measure.
—William H. Willimon and Stanley Hauerwas
in Resident Aliens
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D

uring the first few months of 2010, we
asked our Young Adults group at Lincoln
Road Chapel what the calling of “loving and
serving God” looked like, especially as a fulltime occupation. Over a number of sessions, it
began to look a lot like MoveIn, an initiative
through which young adult Christians are
relocating to poor Canadian neighbourhoods
amongst people from unreached nations.
The next logical step was to pray that the
voice of Jesus would clearly speak to us about
what that might mean for our existing
community of young adults, including a few
married couples.
On Sunday, May 16th, 22 people gathered
in a party room at a high rise apartment in
Waterloo for a time of community, dinner, and
prayer. We called it “Prayer from the Perch”
because from our vantage point on the 21st
floor, we were overlooking the cities of
Kitchener and Waterloo. Communion with
God, done in community with others is a
beautiful thing. We experienced connection—
vertical and horizontal—and the outcome was
a commitment to meet again, which we did on

Jesus always has a
plan. He wants to
share it with us.
Our job is to get so
close to Him that we
learn what it is and
then carry it out.

June 6th. This time 52 people arrived for dinner
and made a connection.
The founder of MoveIn and some of the
people who are currently part of the movement
were present. The founder shared the vision
God gave him. We prayed again and once again
sensed the Spirit among us. Our prayer was,
“We want to understand where, when and how
we are possibly being invited into the
adventure.”
We resonate with the MoveIn approach.
We are not sure whether we will locate in the
small communities or “patches” that MoveIn
has identified or whether we will work within
the neighbourhoods in which a few of our
young adults currently live. These are the good
struggles that we are wrestling with.
Due to the “summer scattering,” we are
stalled at the moment but the conversation
continues and we hope to pray with a couple of
“patches” in mind, before the summer fades
into fall.
Gord Brock is the lead pastor at Lincoln Road
Chapel in Waterloo, Ontario. VMC supports
MoveIn through the 12:12 Network.

Quebec Leader Puts Conference Challenge into Practice

B

efore listening to Michael Frost, first at the 2009 Renovate
Church Planting Congress and then at the VMC conference
in May 2010, people warned Guy Bourassa to watch out for any
error or wrong teaching.
Bourassa is an elder at Assemblée Chrétienne de Shawinigan,
a Brethren fellowship in Shawinigan, Québec. Though Guy says
that “incarnational, missional, and all these movements in the
church around the world” are pretty new for him, he does not want
“to be immunized against God’s Spirit.” So he listened to Frost
with openness. He wanted to “éprouvez les ésprits” or “test the
spirits” to see if what is being said is in accordance with God’s
Word. That’s just what Bourassa did.
After the Thinking Shrewdly conference, Bourassa put
Michael Frost’s challenge to be “kingdom-minded” into practice.
Three things happened as a result.
First, Bourassa made a commitment to share the gospel with
at least two people per week. He began to pray more regularly for
people in his congregation and other contacts. Recently, after a
Wednesday evening service, Bourassa felt led to share the gospel
with a teenager who had been attending church for a few months.
That night, she decided to follow Christ!
He had also been praying for a friend from a past workplace
who he had not heard from in seven years. The man recently called

by Sandra Reimer

and said, “Guy, I know you believe in God. I need to talk to you.”
They have gotten together for coﬀee twice already and plan to
meet again.
Secondly, Bourassa challenged the elders in his church
to be a good example to the rest of the congregation
by sharing their faith on a weekly basis. He said it
wasn’t realistic to expect the congregation to tell
people about Christ if the leaders weren’t doing it.
Finally, as a result of attending the conference,
Guy’s perspective changed. Through Frost’s messages,
Bourassa heard loud and clear that, “It’s all
about God’s kingdom and I am sent to the
world.” This has influenced the way he makes
decisions. Before doing something he asks
himself, “Is Jesus Christ actually reigning in
my life?” He also says, “I see more and more
of God’s kingdom when he reigns in my life
and in the world around me. I am more
receptive.”
Bourassa felt attending Thinking
Shrewdly was a good use of his time, and
says “I pray that this conference will
continue to have an eﬀect in my life.”
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Five Ways to Work Together

FROM NETWORKING TO PARTNERSHIP
by Gord Martin // gord [at] vision-ministries.org

THINKING AHEAD
MORE FLOURISHING EFFECTIVE CHURCHES

W

hen followers of Jesus are in the minority, like we are in
Canada, they usually look for ways to cooperate. Learning
to work together with others makes sense but there are challenges.
When we look for ministry partners, what is the right degree
of “closeness and distance”? How can we preserve our freedom to
do what we are called to do while partnering with others?
Typically we have degrees of closeness in relationships with other
churches and organizations. We are very close to some, have
occasional connections with others, and call on certain partners
only when we have a specific need that they can fill.
These varying relationships can be confusing. Sometimes
others try to bring us into a closer relationship than we want. On
the other hand, we may wish to cultivate a closer relationship with
another church or organization and may have diﬃculty saying
exactly what it is we are looking for.
Better Partnerships (www.betterpartnerships.net) suggests
that there are five degrees of organizational relationship ranging
from the lightest association to the most committed. If we don’t
understand and find agreement on the intensity level of the
relationship we are pursuing, we are likely to frustrate each other.
When people who represent organizations or ministries
network, they establish relationships with and gather information
from others, which will help them advance their own purposes. I
do this when I connect with people from other ministries, speak in
churches, and go to conferences. Networking opens relational
doors and windows of opportunity.
When people representing various ministries cooperate, they
share respect, information, time, and perhaps resources to support
a short-term joint project in which both are participating. VMC
cooperates when we participate in Church Planting Canada events
and in joint training eﬀorts with other organizations or
denominations.
When ministry people coordinate their eﬀorts with others
they become more aligned and identified with them. They have
longer-term interactions around specific eﬀorts or programs.
Resources are made available to participants and rewards are
shared. VMC coordinates with Le Réseau in Quebec (a network of
churches) and in our associations with foundations or donors.
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When ministry people collaborate they establish a more
intense relationship. Participants bring separate organizations into
a new structure with full commitment to a common mission. Such
relationships require detailed planning and well-defined channels
of communication. As each partner risks its resources and
reputation, clarifying authority issues becomes more important.
VMC collaborates with the Ontario Conference of Mennonite
Brethren Churches and the Associated Gospel Churches of
Canada in the 12:12 Network for the purpose of church planting
in the GTA. We also collaborate with the Chin Christian
Fellowship of Canada and with VMC Partnering Churches.
Ministries or organizations partner with other organizations
when they share a common vision, personnel, budgets and
strategies for ministry because they know they can achieve things
together that they cannot achieve separately. What will each
contribute? How will they make decisions? Stay on track? Resolve
conflicts? A partnership requires a full-blown written agreement
that spells out in detail how the parties will work together and
includes a clear picture of the joint success they hope to achieve.
VMC does this to some extent when we help fund church plants
and when we establish joint banking agreements with fledgling
churches.
As you read this article, you will realize that these terms are
often used interchangeably which increases confusion. Even in this
article I have blurred the terms a little when referring to VMC
Partnering Churches under the heading of collaboration. As a
matter of fact, we are associated with churches under all five
headings. We are continually networking, sometimes cooperating,
coordinating, collaborating and partnering—all within the space
of a few hours!
Nevertheless, it is helpful to see this range of connectedness to
help us identify the nature and degree of closeness we have or may
want to have with other churches and ministry organizations.
Into which category would you place the churches and
organizations you associate with? Would they identify their
relationship with you similarly or diﬀerently? Clarifying mutual
expectations adds strength to our joint eﬀorts. Why, it’s just like
the prophet Amos said, “Do two walk together unless they have
agreed to do so?”
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was the largest conference
we’ve ever had—attended by
250 people instead of our usual 90
or so!
Christian leaders from churches in the
VMC network (and about 20 leaders not
connected to VMC) came from coast to coast.
We had people from Victoria, Vancouver,
Edmonton, Calgary, Winnipeg, Halifax,
Montreal, Shawinigan, Chicoutimi, and Trois
Rivières. And of course many people from
Ontario and even a visitor from New Zealand.
The greatest and most general benefit
was the fresh Frost-inspired perspective
toward community involvement. Many went
home with action on their minds! The ministry
reports from a diverse group of presenters as
well as the workshops were all a great plus.
As always, it was good to connect with
people from across Canada who are making a
difference for the Kingdom in their
communities.

Inside, read stories of how Christian
leaders are already applying what
they learned at the conference.

Michael Frost, an Australian who
speaks and writes extensively
on being “missional,” spoke at
VMC’s Thinking Shrewdly IV
conference in Waterloo, Ontario,
May 6-9, 2010.

The keynote speaker was amazing and
the message was timely… Stories from
various ministries within VMC are
critical and impacting;
keep it up and add more!

Michael Zenker,
You guys obviously put a lot of
Pastor,
work into the conference and
Hope Fellowship,
there aren’t enough ways to
Waterloo, Ont.
appreciate that work, and the
value that it has for us. I
appreciate how Vision is a few steps ahead in their thinking than a lot of us are, but how gently
and creatively you go about helping us move in a kingdom direction. I have been to a couple of
these conferences now and have appreciated the other work that Vision does for our community.
Trevor James, Elder,
Southview Christian Fellowship, Edmonton
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